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General information about the system of education in Romania

The secondary and high-school national system consists
in the following levels:
• Early schooling (0-6 years) which is formed out
of the pre schooling period (0-3 years old) and
from 3-6 years old including the group of little
children average and elder ones
• Primary school, which include the preparatory
class and first to 4th forms
• Secondary school, which include:
a) lower secondary school or middle school,
which includes grades 5th to 9th;
b) upper secondary school or high school which
includes high school grades ten to 12 or 13,
with the following extensions, vocational and
technological.
• Professional schooling lasting between 6
months and 2 years
• Third degree non university schooling, which
consists in post high school schooling
• Higher education and post- graduate education
Compulsory secondary (middle school) is made of
primary and lower secondary school.

What should we learn?
”School cannot offer or ask for everything from the students. Nowadays, as an ideal place, school
should be that area where all the schoolchildren socialize according to the democratic society living
standards, learning profound and serious notions in an enjoyable way that will help them get to know
themselves better in order to understand the world they live in”. (Dakmara Georgescu).
”Why should we learn?” In our family, at school, on the playground, wherever we are, we are
learning. We learn how to smile, to appreciate what beauty is, to be grateful to the nature that surrounds
us. We learn how to nourish our soul or how to be tollerant and to respect our fellow. In fact, by learning
we help ourselves. This is the only way we can build our way in life and can be useful to ourselves and to
the society where we grow and develop.
It is education that helps us fight sleep, lazyness and vanity.
Mankind is always debating itself and the whole world.
Studying is a fundamental form of human activity and it implies the individual’s relationship with the
environment.
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The rights and duties of a student in Romania
Within the project the students have talked to their teachers about their rights and duties at school.Here
are some of the obligations and rights that have been pointed out by the school children-

Students must:
•
•
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

attend classes regularly according to the school
timetable;
use the textbooks that they have received free of
charge with great care and give them back in a
good condition at the end of the school year;
get into the classroom as soon as they have heard
the bell and wait quietly for their teacher to
enter the class;
carry their student note book and present it to
their teachers, who will write down their grades
and to their parents who will be thus informed
about the student’s school situation;
when leaving any of the classrooms of the
school the students must check it to be
clean and tidy;
not destroy or damage the school
furniture;
take part into the extracurricular activities
they have signed in;
turn off their cell phones during classes;
have their absences motivated within
at most seven days from their return to
classes;
Smoking at school, drinking any kind of
alcoholic drinks or doing drugs, having any
kinds of guns or pepper sprays is forbidden;
Any indiscipline performances, coarse language,
obscene gestures, vulgarities, aggressive manifest
will not be tolerated.

Pupils’ Rights:

1. To be informed on what concerns them.
2. Primary and compulsory school free text books are
provided for state schooling.
3. Can benefit from scholarship or other forms of
financial and material support for their studies.Our
state supports these students with funds,especially
if they obtain very good results in learning,sports
or artistic activities; nevertheless the students who have law income are supported as well.
4. Can use the material and teaching of school.
5. Can benefit from free medical assistance and psycho-pedagogical consultancy during school.
6. Have the right to participate into the extracurricular activities organized by the school and those
which are held at the schoolchildren clubs or palaces and sports and agreement grounds.
7. Have the right to their own opinion.
8. Can ask for support in accomplishing their tasks whenever needed.
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What should be an ideal students in Romania?
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An Ideal Student

Have you ever thought how should be an ideal
student? I think it is one of the main questions
which appears in every student ‘s mind when he’s
asked about school.
Of course every kid or teenager would say he is
the best in the class -but is it always true? Sometimes
yes, othertimes not, but the most important thing
in this question is if a student would like to change
himself? Even if he would say he does not need
changes, it is totally false because you will always
have something new to learn from life.
The key to school success is that you have to
be optimistic and full of trust. You must be well
behaved, you must respect your teacher, parents
and elders. If you want to be an ideal student you
should have good manners and well-defined tastes.
You should talk less and work more.
Don’t waste your time and energy on trash-you
must select your reading wisely! It’s very important
to learn from your experience and must not repeat
the same mistakes twice. - A successful student
learns from his mistakes and moves ahead-failure is
the stepping- stone to success and experience is the
best teacher in life.
Don’t look back at the past-look straight ahead
to the future because if you look back you will have
the sensation you can’t change anymore but it is not
like this-everyone has a second chance. Try to think
you will be one of the best (it will be like a fairytale
just because you will be apreciated).
Be hardworker! If you learn about life
with pleasure you will learn about everything,
everywhere and whenever with pleasure.
You must do more than is required and less
than you are allowed.
Another step of becoming an ideal student is
bringing a tribute every time you can to a special
thing-the book. It, the book, is always going to be
another mountain, but if you have trust, you will
be, as always, in the top of it. And, if you know to
link the knowledge in books to situations in real life,
everything will be easier.
And never forget! An ideal student is the
wealth and future of his nation, hope of the family
and pride of the school.

THE IDEAL STUDENT
When I told the children about the assignment
we were about to have within the project, they were
excited
Teams have been organized and priorities have
been set as well as the means of accomplishing the
assignment, they shared their tasks and started
gathering materials.
Before starting the actual work all the children
wanted to debate on this assignment and establish
a few important ideas about what it means to be an
ideal student.
Some questions needed to be answered.
Is there such a thing as an ideal student?
How should an ideal student be?
Who are those ideal students within our
classroom?
Each of them stated their opinion and we
have reached the conclusion that it’s important to
want, to believe and to strive to be one of the ideal
students.
All has been said and done. We drew
conclusions and we started working.
All the teams have put a lot of work,
commitment and skills into it trying to add a bit of
their soul not just of their behavior into this work.
Some truly beautiful pieces turned out, pieces
which can be seen, works of true ideal students.
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Mini dictionary- useful phrases for a cultured student
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”School cannot offer or ask for everything from the
students. Nowadays, as an ideal place, school should be that
area where all the schoolchildren socialize according to the
democratic society living standards, learning profound and
serious notions in an enjoyable way that will help them get to
know themselves better in order to understand the world they
live in”. (Dakmara Georgescu).
”Why should we learn?” In our family,
at school, on the playground, wherever
we are, we are learning. We learn how to
smile, to appreciate what beauty is, to be
grateful to the nature that surrounds us. We
learn how to nourish our soul or how to be
tollerant and to respect our fellow. In fact,
by learning we help ourselves. This is the
only way we can build our way in life and
can be useful to ourselves and to the society
where we grow and develop.
It is education that helps us fight sleep, lazyness and vanity.
Mankind is always debating itself and the whole world.
Studying is a fundamental form of human activity and it
implies the individual’s relationship with the environment.

Saluturi - Greetings
 Hello! – Bună!
 Good afternoon!Bună ziua!

 Good night!- Noapte
bună!

• To read – A citi

• To write – A scrie

Urări - Wishes
• Happy birthday! –
La mulţi ani !

• Merry Christmas!
– Crăciun fericit!

•

Happy Easter!
- Paşte fericit !

• Enjoy your meal! –
Poftă bună !
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How to handle school problems?

When you have a problem at school and you
are not able to get through this, you must ask for
helping from your teacher of from your parents.
If you hate a subject you’ll probably never
learn to love it - ask your teacher or your parents for
advice. They are there to help you to learn.
When your homework seem never-ending, you
need to find ways of managing your time effectively.
Study somewhere quiet, away from the TV and

other distractions and make sure you don’t leave it
all to the last minute.
You must be hard worker. If you can do nothing
today, there will be tomorrow, and the day after, and
the next week, and next month. You must prepare
for the future and you have no chance if you are lazy.
It is necessary to understand responsability
in personal work. The more one understands, the
greater one’s responsability.
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How we can develop intelligence?– exercises for students

Supposing that each student is unique, with
different attitudes and learning styles, I have tried to
create a model in order to improve students› intelligence
potential.
The theme was “Nature-my friend” and I divided
the students into groups, according to their cognitive
intelligences (logical-mathematical, musical, linguistic,
spatial, interpersonal).
So, the group of students who have mainly
linguistic and interpersonal intelligences, made a poster
called «Let›s love and protect the nature» and wrote a
letter dedicated to the nature. The group of students
with spatial intelligence, drew pictures and made
collages in which they illustrated the beauty of the
nature. The environmentalists took care of the plants in
their classroom. The students with musical intelligence
presented some musical instruments and played joyful
songs about the living creatures. The students with
logical-mathematical intelligence made a «Calendar
of the nature», funny countings and built things from
nature(plants, animals) with the TANGRAM square.
The project allowed the students to discover their
cognitive abilities and use them better, promoted the
positive cooperation and contributed to involve children
in research, leading to a feeling of profound implication
into the school activities.
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My day
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Favorite children’s game
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Dear country, we need soldiers!
As many children as possible can take part into this game, you
know what they say: ’the more, the merrier’
The children are divided into two equally balanced teams as
a number of children and strength. The children of each group are
standing in line, facing the other group and holding their hands very
tight. The children of the first group will speak out loudly: ’Dear
country, we need soldiers’, while the players of the second group will
answer: ’Who?”-One of the children of the first group will call the
name of a child of the second group saying: ’We want...” Thus a child
will be selected out of the second group meant to ‘break the wall’ that
the opponents have built in order to be able to stay in the camp. Unless he is able to find the weak link of
the opposite team he shall stay there, that is in the opposite team. To end with the team which has only
one child left is the losing one.

THE STRONG ONES
Two teams equally
strength balanced, lines in a
row, face to face are split by
a line. The students grab
each other’s waist and the
leaders of the two teams
hold tight their hands.
When the signal is given,
each row starts to pull
trying to get into its field
as many opponents, wins.
Choice: The members of the
teams can use a rope to pull
each other.

Players form a circle wilh one player in the middle (it). The middle
person must approach players in the circle and ask: “Honey, do you
love me?
The person being questioned must answer: “Honey, I love you but I
just can’t smile.”
If s/he does smile or laugh, s/he becomes “it” and the previous
middle person joins the circle.
The person who is “it” is not allowed to touch other players but
may make as many funny faces as s/he wishes.
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At school we are organizing different type of charity campaigns and
we teach how help others.
On Christmas Eve, the students in the fourth grade,
guided by their form teacher Luminita Dumitrescu, visited
the Preschool Children Centre, governed by the Local
Council - The Administration of the Local Community
Services. The purpose of this voluntary activity was
to donate toys and sweets to preschool children. Our
students also initiated them into the Origami technique
and helped them make Christmas Tree decorations.
Through this special meeting,we all warmed our
hearts-some-with the joy of getting presents, otherswith the joy of offering gifts.
The visit at Concordia Orphanage was a touching
one, both for the students of «Professor Nicolae Simache
School» and for their parents. The children could realise how important parents are
in their lives and that they should appreciate the ones who take care of them. The
children in the first grade, guided by their form teacher Marian Suga, discovered the
pleasure of offering things and being with children who were not as happy as them.

The children from Concordia showed their gratitude by performing an artistic programme
for their older friends. They became friends immediately and hoped to meet again in
other occasions. The children in the first grade
discovered another aspect of the childhood,a
place where children don›t live being loved by
their families. They learnt that is not enough to
ask what you wish and wait everything to fulfil,
but that you have to do something in order to
achieve a goal. The students understood that
only hard work and responsibility will help them
to see their their dreams come true. Even if the
Orphanage staff are trying hard to offer children
material and emotional support and create a
family atmosphere, the word «mother» sounds
different as they use it for any person who gains
their affection.
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The memories of visits in Romania
I would like to express my happiness for the
first project meeting, which turned out to be very
fruitful and exciting, not forgetting all those who
have taken part into it, nevertheless those who
haven’t been there yet. The accommodation was
special, as for our hosts they have been very kind.
Within the five days we’ve been there, we worked,
talked, planned the future meetings schedule and
shared strong dreams and hopes. There has been
a great deal of good quality work as I reckon. The
work of our team, though not too easy, was full of
joy and interesting so that we couldn’t even feel
the cold outside.
The atmosphere was a special one, the force
and determination of all of us to continue the
project that had just been started floated in the
air; there was a wish to help each other and go on
boldly. I would like to thank all my Polish partners
for the professionalism and commitment that they
have proven, for their friendship and hospitality
that accompanied us throughout our meeting. It
has been one special experience, that I will never
forget.

Mirela Dobrin, Romanian Project Co-ordinator

One Beautiful Thought for Poland

Our first meeting with Poland and the
Polish school was at Ribnik. The second
one, at Sosnowiec. And if I liked what I have
seen in the first place,the second place
delighted me.We›ve met true professionals,
well-trained mentors who have presented
to us, with lots of love and dedication, a
small part of their huge amount of the
work, that they have been developing
in their school. We have met one team
made of warm and, kind people willing to
transmit as much information as possible
on the Polish teaching system, to get
together, very closely the soul and spirit of
the Polish children and their teachers.
We’ve taken part into some interesting
activities and we met gifted students
who have delighted us with their artistic
programmes-we also learnt new things.
I have lived some fine,complete and
extremely beautiful days, for which I would
like to thank you.
Barbu Gabriela Stefania

Impressions from Poland

The visit at “Juliusz Slowacki
School” in Sosnowiec was a special
occasion to know the Polish
Educational System, to be in a
hospitable, modern, well-organised
school. I had the opportunity to meet
warm-hearted, hospitable, openminded and communicative teachers.
This meeting was beneficial both
professionally and iterculturally. I
have wonderful memories and the
feeling that our relationship is not
only professional, but we can consider
ourselves partners and friends.

by Luminita Dumitrescu

It was a pleasure to be guests of “Juliusz Slowacki
School” in Sosnowiec, Poland. It was also a pleasure to
be introduced to the highest quality staff and students.
We have eperienced that Poland has high quality
of education. The teachers were prepared to show
and involve us in many activities, they were sociable,
creative, helpful and had positive mental attitude. We
have attended some classes (Science, English, Maths
and Education). The Romanian students were also
involved in the activities, they actively participated
during the classes.
It was so interesting to see a variety of people who
have different backgrounds, cultures and nationalities.
We had global experience through direct and indirect
interaction with teachers and students through different
activities in the school and outside it. My relationship
with them and the activities helped me to understand
the diversity of cultures. I’m sure that this meeting must
be a great asset for my career development in my school.
I really miss all the teachers and I am looking forward to
seeing them again,when they will come to Romania.

By Amalia Dinca - English teacher
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